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ABSTRACT 

The Austrian archaeological team led by Manfred Bietak that excavated the palatial district at Avaris (Tell el-Dab'a) has produced some 

significant results for illuminating Lower Egypt's history during the 15th and 18th Dynasties. While Bietak's subsequent publications primarily 

have focused on the exquisite Minoan wall paintings and the site's likely association with Peru-nefer, much less attention has centered on the 

timing of the mid-18th -Dynasty abandonment that Bietak says occurred ''after Amenhotep II," and was followed by an occupational gap. Did 

the abandonment occur during the reign of Amenhotep II, at the end of his reign, or during the reign of Thutmose IV? The present work will 

seek to bring together all of the relevant data-from the archaeological evidence at the site, the epigraphical record, and corroborative evidence 

from Theban tomb paintings-in an attempt to determine more precisely the timing of the mid-18th -Dynasty abandonment of the site. 

INTRODUCTION 

T he ongoing excavations at Tell el-Dab'a by the Austrian 

Archaeological Institute of Cairo, under the direction 

of Manfred Biecak until Irene Forstner-Muller 

succeeded him in 2010, have produced a significant number of 

important finds. While these excavations include findings from 

the 12'\ 13'\ 17'\ and 18th Dynasties, the focus here will be on the 

18th Dynasty only. The corpus of publications by chis team is quite 

voluminous, with Biecak' s attention having focused primarily on 

major issues such as the spectacular Minoan fresco paintings and 

the identification of Tell el-Dab'a as Peru-nefer. Biecak has 

demonstrated not only chat the frescoes' motifs leave no doubt 

chat Minoan master-painters were behind these exquisite works of 

arc, but he has shown chat the use of specifically Minoan royal 

motifs in a palace in the Nile Delea indicates encounters on the 

highest level between the courts of Knossos and Egypt. 1 

Bietak also proved conclusively chat Peru-nefer-the famous 

naval base of Thucmose III chat was depicted on the walls of 
Theban combs, such as chat of Rekhmire (TT 100),2 and was 

described on Papyrus BM 10056 as the site where Keftiu (i.e. 

Cretan) ships were docked in its harbor-is the very site of Avaris.3 

Traditionally, many have advanced Memphis as the site where 

Peru-nefer was located, and David Jeffreys has presented one of the 
most recent expressions of doubt about Biecak's relocation of 

Peru-nefer from Memphis co Avaris.4 However, Biecak 

successfully rebutted most of the doubts presented by Jeffreys, in 

addition to adding many of his own compelling arguments in 

support of Avaris as the proper locacion.5 

If chis does not represent enough major issues chat Biecak has 

addressed with vigor, he also has been busy attempting co resolve 

the chronological discrepancies related to the conflict between 14C 

data and the historical chronology of the 18th Dynasty. This caused 

him co suggest chat perhaps a systemic failure in the 

Mediterranean's 14C evaluation might exist, or chat maybe the 

absorption of 14C was different-for environmental reasons-in 

the 15th century BC and before.6 Such consuming casks have 

prevented Biecak from being able to solve every lesser issue chat has 
arisen as a result of all chat his team has uncovered in Avaris's 

palatial district. 

In a spirit of admiration and appreciation for the diverse and 

profound contributions chat the Austrian team has made, the 

present study will focus on a much smaller matter, which has 

received only limited attention: the timing of the abandonment of 

Avaris chat occurred during the middle of the 18th Dynasty. 

According co Bietak, it was after the reign of Amenhotep II chat 

the site was abandoned.7 Elsewhere, however, Bietak states chat 

"[c]he palace precinct ... was in use from the early reign of 

Tuthmosis III until the reign of Amenophis II, perhaps even until 

the end of this king's reign."8 This leaves open the possibility that 

the Egyptians abandoned Avaris during Amenhotep II's reign. 

Thus Bietak is not consistent in his identification of when the site 
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Figure I: Avaris and Pi-Ramesse. Courtesy Joint Archives of the Austrian Academy and the Austrian Archaeological Institute 
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Figure 2: Palatial District at Avaris. Courtesy Joint Archives of the Austrian Academy and the Austrian Archaeological Institute 

was abandoned, at times suggesting chat it may have taken place 

during the reign of Amenhotep II, at ocher times implying chat it 

occurred at the; transitional moment when Thutmosc; IV took the: 

throne, and elsewhere; stating that it happc:ned <luring the reign of 

Thutmose IV. 

Are there any historical events during one of these three 

cimeframes chat signal the kind of internal upheaval th,tt would 

lead to the abandonment ofE6rypt's massive military fortress and 

naval base,9 and its most vital city in Lower Egypt, at this time of 

Egypt's greatest imperialistic expansion ?111 What is the best time to 

suggest for the hour of Avaris's curious abandonment? Thus the 

goal of the present work is to determine whether Avaris was 

abandoned during the reign of Amenhotep II, at the transition 

between his reign and chat ofThucmose IV, or during the reign of 

Thutmose N. Relevant data for the resolution of this dilemma 

will be gathered from the archaeological evidence at Tell d-Dab'a, 

the epigraphical record preserved throughout Egypt, and 

corroborative evidence from Theban tomb paintings that have a 

be,tring on chis matter. 

DTSTTKCTIVES OF THE PALATIAL D ISTRICT AT AVARTS 

Avaris served as the rnpital city under the foreign rule of the 

15th-Dynasty Hyksos in Lower E6rypt. 11 During the Hyksos' 
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occupation, Avaris developed into one of the largest sites in boch 
Egypt and the ,mcient Ne,tr Ktst, with pivotal importance as one 
of the Eastern Mediterranean's vital trading ccnters.12 In time, the 

native Egyptians of the 17th Dynasty, who were centered at 
Thebes, began to challenge the H yksos for control over the Nile 
Valley outside of Upper Egypt. Kamose drove the H yksos ouc of 
Middle Egypt, bur he failed in his attempt to expel them from 
Avaris via siege. His brother Ahmose must have resumed the 
struggle against the Hyksos by Year 11 of their king, Khamudi, a 
conflict that lasted for several ye,trs md eventually led to the 
capture of Memphis. I l Ahmose lacer entered Heliopolis, chen 

bypassed Avaris and proceeded to Sile, the frontier fore on the edge 
of the Sinai. His strategy was designed to severthe H yksos' support 
from Asia, and then to blockade the capital. When Avaris finally 
capitulated, che remaining Hyksos were driven out of Egypt and 
retreated to Sharuhcn, on the southeastern coast of Canaan, near 
Gaza.14 

The Second Stele ofKamose attests to Avaris as a harbor town 
during the Hyksos period, and since shrine-door inscriptions in 
Moscow's Pushkin Museum reveal chat Avaris also was a harbor 
town during the Ramesside period, 15 it is only natural co ,tssume 

chat it served as a harbor between these periods. All that was 
missing co confirm this was monumental installations from the 
18th Dynasty, which will be discussed shortly.16 The 15th-Dynasty 
Hyksos were the first co build a pal,ttial precinct ,ttAvaris, and they 
did so on che edge of che Pelusiac branch of che Nile. This precinct 
consisted of gardens, a massive defensive wall with bastions, 17 a 
monumental casemate building, and a mansion with mudbrick 
pavements. The Hyksos' citadel must have been constructed 
coward the end of the Hyksos' occupation at Avaris (Phase D/2), 
as Cypriot llichrome \Vare-which only appears at the end of the 

Middle Bronze Age (ca. 2100-1550 BC)-was found in sand 

dumps deposited in order co raise che level of the land for 
construction projects in the palatial precinct. The early-18th

-

Dynascy palatial precinct was built partially on the same ground as 
chat of che Hyksos, although the native Egyptians' precinct was 
oriented differently and was expanded beyond the limits of chc 

palatial district of the Hyksos.18 

The Egyptim conquest ofAvaris was followed by a rebuilding 
and reoccupation of the city soon after Ahmose had liberated the 
Nile Valley completely (see especially pink circle in Figure 1). Two 
strata existed at Avaris before che reign ofThutmose III, E67pt's 
great conqueror. The phase immediately after the Hyksos 
occupation, D/1.2 (= Stratum e/1.2), featured a large enclosure 
wall that was used until the reign of Amenhotep II, a palace with a 
hrge paved hall, and at least 30 circular gran,try silos. The 5.25-
meccr (in diameter) silos, which could score an enormous quantity 
of grain and foodstuffs, were rebuilt up to four times and could 
feed a considerable number of people. The next phase, D/1.1 ( = 
Stratum e/1.1), most distinctively featured pit graves without any 
offerings, which were cue into e,ulier phases and consisted of single 
or multiple burials of people lying face down on their chests or in 
haphazard positions. The majority of these burials contained the 
remains of young men from 18-25 years of age, with some having 
been ritually execuced.19 

Sometime after Thucmose III rnme to che throne, which 

corresponds co che outset of Phase C/3 ( = Stratum d) and 
probably a time early in his coregcncy with Hatshepsut,20 

construction at the palatial district exploded to proportions never 
seen before at Avaris, which corresponds well with his post
coregency foreign conquests and amassing of wealch.21 Palaces F 
and G were built in parallcl,22 separated by a massive rcecan6'1.dar 
lal,e, although Palace G was considerably larger in size (sec Figure 
2). A third palace 0) was built immediately co the southwest of 
Palace G,2J buc during the subsequent Phase C / 2 ( = Stratum c), 
Palace J was dismmcled and gave way co a large workshop (W2) 
with administrative offices and magazines. Ocher workshops were 
constructed in the palatial district during Phase C /2, with pumice 
having been frmnd in all of them,21 which through chemical 
analysis was found to have derived from the Thera/ Sancorini 

volcanic eruption of the middle of the 2nd Millennium 13C.25 In 
workshop Wl (Figure 3), llietak's team found two lumps of 
arrowheads with a total of over 140 Aegean arrow-tips of bronze, 
which demonstrates chat the workshops were used for the 
production of weapons for military purposes and explains the 
presence of che hrge quantity of pumice,26 which in antiquity was 

used as an abrasive co polish items made of bronze. 

R 

18 19 

figure 3: Plan of Workshop WI. Courtesy Joint Archives 

of the Austrian Academy and the Austrian Archaeological 

Institute 

The dating of the palatial compound is based on ceramic 
evidence ch,u screeches from che reign of Thucmose I through 

Amenhotep II, with the most activity attributed to the reign of 
Thutmose III.27 A mysterious occupational hiatus then occurred, 
an abandonment of the palatial district that Bietak attributes to a 
time after Amenhotep II (see greyed are,t in Figure 4). The sicewas 
reoccupied during the Amarna Age, and at some point during chis 
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Figure 4: Tell el-Dab'a Phasing Scheme. Courtesy Joint Archives of the Austrian Academy and the Austrian Archaeological Institute 

era or just afterwards, Palaces F & G were corn down, probably co 
rob material for other building projects such as the first phase of 
construction on the late-I 8th-Dynasty fortress that was first built 
during or immediately after the Amarna Age. This new fortress 
was constructed co the south of the Thutmoside palaces, which 
must have served as quarries, md Horemheb later enlarged it 
substantially to the northeast, most lilcely to make the harbor basin 
more secure.28 

Geomagnetic surveys conducted by the Austrian Institute 

revealed undeniable signs of a harbor basin of about 450 m2 at 
Avaris, with a rnnal connected to the Pelusi,tc lmmch of the Nile. 

A second harbor was located by Palace F / II of the 1 S'h Dynasty.29 

The identification of these basins as harbors was proven through 
sediment-analysis by two paleogeographers who specialize in the 
study of ancient harbors. Harbor 1 must h,tve been teeming with 

activity, because it had an access canal from-and a separate outlet 
back to-the Nile. This harbor, located due east from the palatial 
precinct, could have accommodated scores of ships. Dating the 
harbors is difficult, but Harbor 1 seems to have been in use already 
during the reign ofHoremh eb, as its northern edge is parallel co a 
fortification wall of his time. Since Harbor 2 was situated 

alongside a Hyksos palace, it likely dates to the 15th Dynasty. These 
harbors, which remained in use until che reign of che final king of 
the 18th Dynasty, are among the strongest evidence validating 

Ezbet Helmi as the site of Peru-nefer, Egypt's vital naval base.10 

Before proceeding to the question of when the site was 
abandoned, one more detail must be added. A large number of 
animal burials was found in the palatial precinct, dating to a time 
during or after the abandonment. Bietak variously dates the 
burials to the Barren Phase (Smttum b/ 3) or during the first phase 
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of construction of che lace-I 8'1,-Dynasty fortress (Phase C/1, = 
Stratum b/3, which immediatelv followed the Barren Phase)."1 

The burials include a few dogs and cattle, but chc majority 
consisted of sheep and goats, with more than 30 such burials found 
in the limited excavations of200 m north to south in Areas H/Ill 
and H/VI.32 Some of these sheep and go.1cs were ,1dults, buc most 
of them died in their first year of life. In Biecak' s writings, he 

consistently refers to the way in which all of these animals, dogs 
included, "were buried with great care.»H Bietak concluded that 

the sheep and goats were tended by shepherds who inhabited the 
site during the time of the occupational gap, but their exact 
identity will be discussed subsequently. 

He also reported that some remains of human graves without 
any offerings were found, which dynamic is similar to the pit-grave 
burials from the e,1rlier Phase D / 1.1, buc he was not sure whether 

these lacer burials belonged to the shepherds. Since the shepherds 
had only sheep and goats, Bietak theorized that they could have 
been nomads whose subsistence depended on these animals alone. 
He further thought chat if the shepherds were nomads, they most 
likely were from the Sinai or farther away, though he offered no 
reason for why chey would have come co the deserted site of 

Avaris. 11 

Another possibility Dietak presented is chat the herders may 
have been mnmn.t-shepherds, who as early as the time of 

Akhenaten were assigned to large institutional herds of the Delta. 

These herders overs.rw varying types of animals, including pigs, 
caccle, and geese, as well as small livestock (sheep ,md go.us). The 
E6,yptians often employed Libyan eacclc herders and took 
advantage of the skills of the inhabitants of the eastern and western 
deserts, hiring them to tend their flocks. There is some evidence 
chat Asiatics, who were responsible for introducing sheep and 

wool to Ei,rypt during the Middle Kingdom, still were employed as 
shepherds during the New Kingdom. Thus these shepherds at 
Avaris may have been hired herdsmen.-i; 

VIEW# 1: A VARIS ABAc'JDONED DL'JUNG THL'TMOSE IV'S 

REIGN 

While l3ietak did state that the mid-18'h-Dynascy 

abandonment of Avaris occurred a}ier the reign of Amenhotep II, 

nowhere did he assert explicitly that the abandonment took place 

during the reign of Thucmosc IV. Whether Biccak intentionally 

implied the possibility of an abandonment during chc course of 
this pharaoh's reign or not, this possibility nonetheless should be 
considered. From the available evidence, the possibility certainly 
exists chat che abandonment of Avaris transpired while Thucmose 
IV was sitting on the throne. 

One point chat Bictak mal(es, however, could be interpreted as 
an indication that the abandonment occurred during the reign of 

Thutmose IV. He mentions that the date of the animal burials can 
be esrnblished as sometime ,1fcer Amenhotep II's reign and before 
che latter part of Amenhotep Hi's reign, which is when the 
AmarnaAge began. Ashe says, "This leaves a time span ofche reign 
of Tuchmose IV and part of the reign of Amenophis III."% 
Elsewhere Bieuk notes, "It is probable chat during the first phase 

of the lace 18'h Dynasty fortress, before che constructions of 

Horemheb, shepherds used the Tuthmositle ruins ,1s a refuge and 

buried sheep and goats there."·\7 Therefore, Bietal( leaves open the 
possibility chat the abandonment and the animal burials took 
place during the reign ofThutmose IV. 

However, there are problems with suggesting chat Avaris was 
ab,mdoned during the reign of Thucmose IV. First, as already 
mentioned, chc ceramic evidence throughout chc entire palatial 

district extends into the reign of Amenhotep II, but docs not reach 
beyond it. Moreover, the ceramic evidence connected to the 

animal burials, which subsequencly will be discussed ,1c greater 
length, predates the reign of Thucmose IV. Second, the srnrab 
evidence from che Stratum d-c workshops, which produced 
weapons such as the bronze arrowheads, clearly restricts these 

occupational phases to the reigns ofThucmose III and Amenhotep 
11.i~ A complete absence of scarab evidence for Thucmose IV 
makes it unlikely that Avaris w,1s inhabited during his reign. It 

would be highly unusual for a palatial city with three specucular 
palaces and a mulci-scruccurc production facility for supplying the 
army with munitions to have no attestation to its king. 

VIEW#2: AVARISABANDONEDATTHEEKDOFAMEKHOTEPII'S 

REK;l': 

Another distinct possibility is that Anris was abandoned 
when Amenhotep II died and ceded the throne to his son, 
Thutmose IV.w Biecak's chronological phasing chart shows that 
the Stratum-b/c "Barren" phase began at the conclusion of 
Amenhotep II's reign and at che outset ofThucmose IV's reign.40 

Since transitional events often occur at major transitional points 

in time, such as che change to a new monarch, perhaps chis is when 
Avaris was deserted. Bietak suggests chat one such transitional 
phase that may have caused the site's ab,mdonment and fall into 

ruin was a reversal in Egyptian foreign policy. While the pharaohs 
before Thutmosc IV were intensively involved in warfare in Asia, 
he began the trend of arranged political marriages.ii These 
marriages to Mitannian princesses cemented Egypt's relationship 
with Mitanni.42 The question that must be asked, however, is 
whether this reversal in Egyptian foreign policy transpired during 
the reign of Thucmosc IV, or perhaps during the reign of 
Amenhotep II. 

Amarna Letter EA 29, sent from King Tushratta ofMitanni to 

Amenhotep IV, describes a diplomatic union between Thucmose 
IV and ,1 daughter of Artatama I, ,m earlier predecessor of 
Tushracca. Thucmosc IV allegedly requested seven times before 
the Mitannian king was willing co send a daughter co seal the 
arrangement, whether the excessive pleading is deemed actual or 
ficrional.4-l This trend of Egyptian political marriages continued 
inco the reign of Amenhotep III, who reportedly requested of King 
Shuttarna II six times before being granted a wifc.44 Clearly Bictak 
is correct chat a noticeable diminishing in military campaigning 
transpired. Arnarna Letter EA 109 reveals chat by the middle of 
the 14th century BC, Egypt no longer struck fear into the 
Canaanite rulers: "Previously, at che mere sight of an Ei,,yptian, the 
kings of Canaan would flee bc[forc him, but] now the sons of 
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'Abdi-Asirca make men from Egypt prowl abom [like do ]gs."45 

V,mdersleyen rem,trks chat chis relative military inertness 

hsced until Horemheh came co power,4" and certainly chis would 
coincide with the evidence from Avaris. Under Horemheb, a huge 

fortress was constructed in the same location as the earlier 

Thutmoside palace, which required a complete leveling of the 
ground, leaving no visible trace of che e,1rlier walls.47 Yee if, in face, 

a complete reversal of foreign policy-from aggressive conquering 

and exploitation to docile peace-seeking and alliance-making 
marriages-is at work behind the abandonment of Egypt's naval 

headquarters, it le,tves unanswered why ,mother complete reversal 

transpired under Horemheh. Thus gre,tt doubt exists regarding 
che supposition that Thutmosc IV or Amenhotep III consciously 

decided to purme such a policy of peacekeeping in the first place. 

The truth is that no such reversal in foreign policy originated 
during the reign ofThucmose IV. His military exploits are accesced 

in both che southern and the northern Levant. In Cana,m, he led 

a punitive campaign against Gezer. The highlight of his Asiatic 
campaigning, however, was in Syria. The best-known inscription 

describing milita11 activity during his reign is the statue

dedication text from Karnak, which refers to the "first victorious 
campaign" ofThucmose IV, che s,tme phrase chat Amenhotep II 

used in the Memphis, Amada, and Elephantine Stclac of his first 

Asiatic campaign (Y car 3 ), which was launched to quell a rcbr.:llion 
that began immediately after the death of Thutmose III. The 

hconic cexc ofThucmose IV reads in 1x1rc, "from the plunder of his 
majesty from [////]na, defeated from his first victorious 

campaign."18 

This inscription probably refers to a localized victory over 
either Qatna, near Tunip, or Sidon, along che Phoenician coast. 

Q,ttna is not ,tttesced during Thucmose IV' s reign, hue che king was 

known to have been prr.:sr.:m thr.:rc on at least onr.: occasion, which 

is known from Amarna Letter EA 85.49 His grandfather, 

Thutmose Ill, had seized the city during an Asiatic campaign.511 

Sidon (Zi-du-na) may be an even stronger possibility for che 

conquered site, given not only that Thutmose IV was known to 

have traveled there, buc chat in Amarna Leccer EA 85, King Rib
Hadda of Byblos cold Amr.:nhocep III that "since your father's 

return from Sidon, from that time the lands have.: been joined to 

the Habiru."51 This statement certainly could be referring to a 
conquest of Sidon, which was followed by the Sidonians' transfer 

of allegiance co the Habiru. 
While Qacna and Sidon are the strongest possibilities for the 

restoration of the incomplete place-name, the northern Levant 

remains the likely area for the main campaign that Thutmosr.: IV 
launched. A scene in the comb of the standard-bearer Nebamun 

(TT 90) records his promotion in Year 6 of Thutmose IV and 

portrays che chiefa of Naharin (Mirnnni) before ph,1raoh in his 

kiosk.52 Asiatic capcivr.:s also appear in chis scr.:ne, which asserts 

Egypt's propagandized superiority over Mitanni, whether actual 

or fabricated. Certainly this not only dates the Asiatic campaign, 
which was followed in Year 7 by ,tn expedition co repel Nubi,m 

insurgence against che regular transporting of gold from Egypt's 

south, but it prefigures che alliance hr.: would form with Micanni. 53 

His tour of Naharin seems to confirm the division of Syro-

Canaan, wich che Micanni,ms taking northern Syria and che 

Egyptians obtaining the southern Levanc.54 

Even if che accr.:station of limited impr.:rialiscic military 

campaigning during the reign of Thutmose IV is not persuasive 

enough to disprove fully the notion of a reversal in foreign policy 
at the transfer of regnal power from Amenhotep II co Thutmose 

IV, a case.: can be made chat Amenhotep II himself muse have.: been 

thr.: one to have.: affected the shift toward treaties with Mitanni and 
substantially-limited imperialization. According co the Memphis 

Stele, the second ,md final "victorious campaign" of Amenhotep II 

daces co his Year 9, which followed his "first victorious campaign" 

ofYr.:ar 3.55 The Karnak Seek provides a partial duplication of ch r.: 

text in the Memphis Stele, but its inferior state of preservation 

prevents it from revealing a date for either of these campaigns. 
The Year-3 campaign was launched soon after Thutmose Ill's 

death, which occurred exactly 2½ years into the corcgcncywith his 
son,56 in order to quell a major rebellion, the undisputed epicenter 

of which was the coastal citir.:s of Syria. Canaan also sr.:r.:ms to have.: 

rebelled, and hence the young pharaoh proceeded by land through 

Canaan, into lower Syria, and across the Orontes River, probably 
the site of ,l battle where he put an end co che revolt.57 

This campaign was a major one, especially considering thr.: 
elaborate post-victory cdr.:bration, thr.: gruesome post-campaign 
executions of seven Syrian chiefs at Thebes, and the erecting of the 

Elephantine Stele in Ye,tr 4.58 Moreover, che Egyptians had p,tssed 

so far up the western Lev,mc on this campaign chat chey apparencly 

reached the border ofMitannian territory. Aharoni even infers an 

unsuccessful Egyptian invasion of Mitanni, based on the 
statement, "The arrival of his majesty by going upstream co Ni[ y] 

(in the northern Orontes Valley)."59 The face th,u the Egyptians 

encountered a Micannian spy in thr.: Sharon Plain during thr.: 

rr.:turn trip makr.:s Aharoni's conclusion quite probablr.:.60 

The Y ear-9 campaign of Amenhotep II will be discussed more 

in the subsequent section, but the remainder of his reign included 
no further military campaigns. Bryan refers co this as "che peace in 

Asia after year 9," and even contends "chat there might have been 

a treaty between Amenhotep II and the Mitanni[an] king" at some 

point after his early campaigning ended.61 Amenhotep II is known 

to have sat on the throne into his Year 26, as this year-date is 
inscribed along with the king's praenomcn on a wine.: juglct from 

the king's Thehan fonerary temple."2 Redford, using questionable 

logic, asserts that since the juglct was found in the king's funerary 
temple, Year 26 represents che end of Amenhotep H's reign.63 

Wente and Van Siden dispute this assertion, though, showing 

evidence for the long-term storage of wine ,tnd che active 

fonctioning of E!:,,ypcian mortuary cemplr.:s long br.:forr.: che deaths 
of thr.: pharaohs for whom thcywr.:rc built.6i 

Many scholars have postulated that Amenhotep II reigned 

beyond 30 ye,m because he observed a regnal jubilee, or sed festival, 

though certainly caution muse be exercised before aucomacically 

assigning a 30-year reign co every pharaoh who celebrated one.65 

More conclusive than che sed-fr.:stival evidence is that from an 

obelisk ofThucmosr.: IV now at the Lateran Palace in Rome.:, which 

was erected a foll 35 yr.:ars after thr.: death of Thutmosc III, to 

whom it was dedicated. Wente and Van Siclen suggest that the 35 
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years marks che length of che interceding reign of Amenhotep II 

minus the coregency with his father, which is known to be 2½ 
ycars.66 If chcir arb,umcntation is correct, Amenhotep II reigned 

exactly 37½ years, making him 55 years of age at the time of his 

death. 
Whether Amenhotep II ruled for 25+ years, 37+ years, or 

some number in between, the point is that from Year 9 until that 

time, an extended time of military non-activity transpired, which 
comprised the balance of his reign. While Thutmose IV engaged 

in at least one Asiatic campaign and one punitive expedition there, 
it was Amenhotep II who demonstrated ,1 much longer period of 

non-imperialistic passivity, if indeed it can be called peace. 

Moreover, Redford suggests that Amenhotep II was the first 

pharaoh who signed a formal peace treaty with Mitanni, though 
not until ,ifter Year 10.67 All of this summarily contradicts che 

assertion that Thutmose IV and Amenhotep III enacted a reversal 
in foreign policy. The change in Egypt's foreign policy tnmspired 

during Amenhotep II' s reign, the majority of which featured utter 

inactivity in Asia. Therefore, the view that Avaris was abandoned 

at the end of Amenhotep II's reign has no merit. If the 
abandonment of Avaris w,is due to a change in foreign policy, as 

Bietak suggests, then it must have transpired while Amenhotep II 
was sitting on the throne. 

VIE\XT #3: AV ARIS ABANDOKED DURIKG AMENHOTEP Il'S REI GK 

The third and final view for the timing of chc mid-18'h -

Dynasty abandonment of Avaris is chat it took place during the 
reign of Amenhotep II. Bietak allows for chis view in one of his 

most recent publications, where he states chat "[c]he palace 

precinct ... was in use from chc early reign ofTuchmosis III until 

chc reign of Amcnophis II, perhaps even until the end of this king's 

reign."68 The obvious implication from Bietak's statement is that 

che precinct may have gone out of use before Amenhotep II' s reign 
ended. There are several lines of evidence chat both support this 

view and avoid the pitfalls of the two previous views. Each line of 

supporting evidence will be created independencly, with the final 
conclusion to follow. 

EVIDENCE FROM THE SITE OF AV ARIS 

One of the most compelling reasons to believe that Avaris was 

abandoned during the reign of Amenhotep II is the archaeological 

evidence that supports it. Whereas the two previous views cannot 
account for the complete dearth of ceramic and scarab evidence 

beyond che reign of Amenhotep II, both in the palatial district and 

throughout the entire site, this view is strengthened by the lack of 

material evidence extending past his reign. Even ifThutmose IV 

had abandoned the vital Egyptian naval base at Peru-nefer on the 
day of his inauguration, one would he left co explain why he would 

curn ,uound and launch ,m Asiatic campaign several years later 

without the naval support that this important site would have 
provided, especially given the truism that armies cannot operate 

effectively in the Syrian littoral without fleets that control the 

adjacent Mediterranean Sea.69 Thutmose IV's Year-6 campaign 

muse not have involved Peru-nefer, because if che facilities there 

had been available to him, he undoubtedly would have exploited 
chem during the campaign, and he would have relied on the ships 

stationed there. 

More tangible archaeological evidence in support of an 
ab,mdonment during Amenhotep II' s reign exists in che form of 

pottery related co chc animal burials that 13ietak dates co the period 

of che hiatus. Biecalc's team found chat the pits used for the burials 
of the sheep, goats, cattle, and dogs were dug into the ruins of the 

palatial compound in use during Strata d and c."0 Many of the pits 
were sunk into the core of the foundations of the Thucmoside 

walls. Y ct che positions of the pits were oriented co the palaces' 

walls, which thus influenced their placement, meaning that the 

walls still were visible on the surface when the burials occurred. 
This in turn me,ms either th,tt the palaces stood erect and intact 

during the burials, or that the burials occurred after che 
ab,mdonment and before Horemheb razed the walls.71 

The fill in the burial pits contained only a few potsherds, 

probably demonstrating the brief nature with which the burials 

were performed.72 However, all of these potsherds date exclusively 

to the Thucmoside period (Strata d-c, Phases C / 3-C/ 2), as 

"ln]ot a single shcrd from the Amarna or Ramesside periods was 

found" in any of the burial pics.71 Curiously, it is at this point chat 
Bietak concludes, "The date of the burials can therefore be 

established as sometime after Amenophis II and before che lacer 
part of che reign of Amenophis III ,md the Am,mia period . . . . This 

leaves a time span of the reign of Thutmose IV and part of the 
reign of Amenophis 111."70 

However, it must be asked why Bietak would date the animal 

burials to sometime aper che reign of Amenhotep II, namely to the 

reign ofThucmose IV or Amenhotep III, when in fact he himself 

affirms that the entirety of the pottery associ,tted with the burials 

daces to chc strata that were occupied during the reigns of 

Thutmose III and Amenhotep II. It seems clear that chc burials 

date to the reign of Amenhotep II, given that his reign

undeniably the latter of the two-is attested all throughout the 

palatial precinct. These carefully bur quickly performed animal 
burials support an abandonment of the site during the reign of 

Amenhotep II. Therefore, all of the datable, archaeological 

evidence points to an abandonment under Amenhotep IL 

EVJDLiNCL! FROM T L!X'J'.<; AND ]NSCRJP'l'JONS 

OF 'J'JIH 1 gm DYN.AS1'Y 

There also is a great deal of circumstanti,J evidence from 

E!:,ryptian texts chat weighs heavily in che arb'l.Hnenc over when 
Avaris was vacated, some of which derives from the scelae erected 

by Amenhotep II that were mentioned already. Before folly 

turning to the evidence from his scelae chat highlights a stark 

contrast between his two Asiatic campaigns and presenting 

reasons co connect the site's abandonment to his Y car-9 campaign, 

a bit more must be said about inscriptional evidence and the 
equation of Avaris with Peru-nefer. 
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While Hiecak has demonstrnce that Anris is the elusive Peru

nefer, which it muse h,tve been renamed after the expulsion of che 

Hyksos, co dace there is no onsicc, inscripcional evidence co 

confirm this association. Yet even without such inscriptional 

confirmation, the association is quite secure, even if not totally 
secure. Adding co che argument, Kamose's Second Stele hoascs of 

having destroyed hundreds of ships at Avaris, which requires 

extensive harbor-space, such as chat found at Ezbcc Helmi,75 which 
is even more reason to equate Avaris with Peru-nefer. In addition, 

there is no mention of Peru-nefer in the Egypti,tn texts that were 

written after the reign of Amenhotep II, at least not until the 

Am,trn,t Age,76 giving far more credence to the site's h,tving been 

abandoned during Amenhotep II' s reign. This presents a strong 

correlation between the archaeological and the inscriptional 

evidence. 

Another vital correlation relates to the mention of Peru-nefer 

on the Karnak Stele as the final site where, on Amenhotep II' s first 

campaign, he and the Egyptian army stopped before returning to 

their final destination of Memphis. Breasted misread the text here, 
as it should be rendered as follows:" ... lMonth ?, Season 3,] Day 

27: His majesty went out from Pcru-nefcr, proceeding co 

Memphis."77 Bietak contends chat George Daressy and Labib 
Habachi identified Peru-nefer with Avaris/ Piramesse "b,tsed on 

the Karnak and Memphis stefae of Amenhotep II, who describes 

proceeding to Memphis, after his arrival at Pcrunefcr."78 More 
recently, Helck's translation of 1961 states, "Auszug Seiner 

Majesdt aus und Ziehen in Frieden nach Memphis mit 
der Beute. "79 

Thus the reading of Pcru-ncfcr on the Karnalc Stele, as 

accepted here, has a long and distini:,'l.lishcd following, despite the 

oversight of Breasted, who failed to read the hieroglyphs correctly 
here in the cexc. Moreover, che Memphis Stele also mentions Peru

nefer, though only in its prologue, which features a represenucion 

with an accompanying text in the stelc's upper Held: "Rede des 
," meaning, "An address by Amun-Re, 

who resides in Peru-nefer."811 Therefore, the site of Peru-nefer is 

tied together co Amenhotep II's Asiatic campaigns all the more 
securely, which implies that they arc connected co chc Delta's great 

naval base. 

There are two more reasons why Avaris should be equated with 
Peru-nefer. First, Avaris is located directly along the Ways of 

Horus, the main international highway in antiquity that 
connected Egypt's Nile Valley to Canaan and the rest of the Near 

EastY Pharaohs routinely marched along this highway when 

taldng troops into Asia on military excursions. Second, the harbors 
of most ancient delta-sites that provide access to seafaring vessels 

are located 5-50 km upstre,tm. Memphis, however, is positioned 

over 160 km upstream from the Mediterranean Sea.82 Thus 

Memphis is not a realistic candidate for E!:,'}'pt' s Peru-ncfcr. 

Another contribution from the stelae of Amenhotep II relates 

to profound differences in the two Asiatic campaigns that he 
hunched. As was established already, Amenhotep II launched his 

first campaign in Year 3, as the death of Thutmosc III led to a 

massive revolt in his Lcvantinc territories. Y ct his second 
campaign, dated to Year 9, had no easily deduced purpose. 

Aharoni erroneously choughc that ,t gap of only two years spanned 

the campaigns, believing th,tt the second one was launched in 
order to complete the failures of the first onc.8

l Since there was no 

Year-7 campaign, as wrongly restored on the Memphis Stele by the 

Ramesside craftsmen, the gap was actually one of six years, thus 
refuting Aharoni's position. Of even greater weight, che failure of 

this pharaoh's first campaign would have resulted in another 

campaign directed principally into Syria, and directly against 
Mitanni, not simply a brief raid into southern Canaan that 

accomplished little more than the acquisition of slaves and booty. 
His first campaign ,tdvanced as far as the Mitannian border in 

northern Syria, while chc second campaign went no further chan 

the Jez.reel Valley and the Sea of Galilee, in Canaan.81 Der 

Manuelian admitted that the campaign ofY ear 9 achieved no such 
wide geographical range.~5 Thus the scope of his second rnmpaign 

paled in comparison co that of the first. In contrast to the regress 

in Amenhotep !I's two rnmpaigns, his father Thutmose III 

continually marched further ,tnd further into Asia during his 17 

campaigns, until he advanced as far as the Euphrates River in Y car 

33,86 even crossing it in pursuit of attacking enemies, as the Gebel 

Barkal Stele describes.87 Not only, then, is it essential to ask why 
the great reduction in che number of Amenhotep !I's Asiatic 

campaigns, but why the trend of his campaigns co go from more 

expansive to less expansive, rather than che opposite. As Aharoni 
correctly noted," Already in che days of Amenhotep II, the son of 

Thucmose III, cracks heg,m co appear in the structure of the 
Egypci,tn Empire."88 In face, further contrasts in Amenhotep Il's 

campaigns amplify this even more. 

One such contrast revolves around the season when each 

campaign was launched. Der Manueli,m notes chis about the first 

campaign: "Hardly one to brcalc with the blossoming military 

tradition of the early N cw Kingdom, Amenophis sec out in April . 

. . , the preferred season for embarking on such ventures."89 This 
comment reflects the regularity of Egyptian kings' launching of 

campaigns in spring. In stark contrast, the date of the second 

campaign was Month 3, Season 1, Day 25, meaning a launching in 
November.9(J Wilson and Vandersleyen both refer to this as an 

unusual season for military campaigns,91 because during the colder 

rainy season most monarchs remained within their borders and 
dealt with internal affairs or planned for springtime campaigns. 

Amenhotep !I's decision to lead an attack force into Canaan in 

November was highly unorthodox, so obviously the question 
arises as to why he would launch a wintertime campaign. 

The answer m,ty be rehted to the contrast between what 

Amenhotep II acquired during his second campaign, and what h e 

and his father acquired during all of their ocher Asiatic campaigns 
prior to it. In addition to the comparatively limited scope of the 

second rnmpaign, what separates it from their previous Asiatic 

campaigns is the nature of che plunder that these two ph,traohs 

confiscated. According to the Memphis Stele, the Ei:,')'ptians 

captured 127 rulers of Retenu, 179 rulers ' brothers, 3,600 Apiru, 
15,200 living Shasu, 36,300 Kham, 15,070 living Nagasu, and 

30,652 of their dependents, for ,t total of 89,600 people, and 

lilccwisc their posscssions.92 Regarding the "89,600" coral 

prisoners, the sum is actually 101,128 when che numbers arc 
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added.93 The error may be a mere mistake in addition, as the 

individual numbers are probably more reliable than the recorded 
sum, so the rally of 101,128 is preferable. le also should be noted 
that the Egyptians confiscated 1,082 chariots, along with 13,500 
weapons. 

After Amenhotep II' s first campaign, he rernrncd co E1:,1ypc 
with only 2,214 captives. On the Asiatic campaigns ofThucmose 
Ill, he sometimes recorded figures for captives taken, while at 
other times he offered no such figures. During the times th,tt he 
did record the number of captives talcen-which includes his first 

(5,903), sixth (217), and seventh (494) campaigns-he acquired 
only 6,614 prisoners. When these lase four campaigns are totaled 
together, the number of captives amounts to 8,828 prisoners 

talcen, for an average of 2,207 prisoners per campaign. When chis 
average is compared to chc second campaign of Amenhotep II, the 
four campaigns average less than 2.2% of the prisoners taken 
during Amenhotep Il's Year-9 campaign. Put another way, 
Amenhotep II' s second campaign yielded 46 times more prisoners 
than all of chose other campaigns combined. How does one 

account for this enormous disparity? 
Combined with the launching in N ovcmber and the complete 

and mysterious lack of subsequent Asiatic campaigns after Y car 9, 
the oddity in the total number of prisoners taken during 
Amenhotep H's second campaign betrays gravely critical 
circumstances in Year 9. Redford's commentary regarding chis 

latter campaign is chat it reveals how Amenhotep II may have been 
unable to maintain effective control over the middle and lower 

basin of the Orontes.94 Looking at the big picture, Vandersleyen 
correctly critiques Amenhotep II' s reign as unsuccessful, a time of 
decline, with a few exploits abroad, a few preserved memorials, and 

an almost complete absence ufwunes after the 9th year of his rcign.95 

In contrast to this, the inscriptions from the early years of his 
reign focus on two interests: his love for Giza, and his 
responsibilities at Peru-nefer.96 Moreover, Amenhotep II's Year-9 
campaign was the last to pit Egn)t against Mitanni or exert effort 
in the Asiatic theater during his reign. The subsequent years of his 
reign featured neither Egypt's engagement in war nor a significant 
change in the political climate. Nevertheless, the wheels still came 
off of the Egyptian war-machine, and the event to which this effect 
is tied is the enigmatic, second campaign of Amenhotep II. This 
mal(es all the more sense if the abandonment of Peru-nefer is tied 
co his lase campaign, whether the nacure of che military and 
political crisis can be identified or not. 

Yet there is more to the Year-9 campaign of Amenhotep II that 
may have a direct be.tring on the timing of the Egyptians' 
unannounced desertion of Avaris. The 18th Dynasty's warrior
pharaoh tradition came into foll bloom during the reign of 
Thurmose III, with the full patronage of the state incorporated in 
Amun-Re, the king of che gods.97 Thucmose III and Amenhotep 
II ascribed the success of their military conquests to Amun-Re,98 

whose gigantic images dominate pylons and surfaces of walls that 
recount the names of the regions whose tribute the kings returned 

to Karnak.!!'> In 'l. he Annals 0/1. 'hutmose !I I at Karnak, he began by 

commanding for his victories to be established on a monument in 
the temple, which "his majesty had m,tde for his father Amon." His 

Ye,tr-23 campaign h,td a prologue in which Thutmose III allegedly 

was appointed "to extend the frontiers of Egypt, according to che 
command of his father Amun-Rc, the [valiant] and victorious."100 

This coincides with Amenhotep !l's declaration that Peru-nefer, 
as the launching point for the Asiatic campaigns, is the city in 
which Amun-Re resides. He also stated chat his "father, Amun
Re-as the magical protection of his own flesh-was protecting 
the ruler" (Amenhotep II) while he was campaigning in Asia. 101 

This connection between these two imperialistic pharaohs and 

Amun-Re is all the more critical when considering that a m,tjor 
religious crisis rook pLtce during the reign of Amenhotep II, which 
may have affected both the images of Anrnn throughout Ei:,•-ypt and 
the high priesthood of Amun. According to an inscription on a 
pink granite royal scele of Amenhotep II known as the Western 
Kamal( Stele, "His majesty has commanded for his nobles-the 

officials of the royal court [ ... ] [ the courtiers] who enter into [ the 
pal,tce] [ .. . ] the servants [ of] the good god-to destroy all of the 
images of the gods, their bodies l- .. ] Amuln]-Rc."1112 Garry Shaw 
bemoans chat the destroying of the images of the gods has not been 
explained satisfactorily.10

·l Heick notes chat the reading of the verb 
("destroy, dismantle, crumble") seems certain, but ch,tt the 

precise meaning of the command is unclear, since the word 
normally means "dissolve, dcsrroy."101 \Vhac both Ei:,,yptologists 
fail to explain candidly is that it would seem impossible for a 
pharnoh to issue a decree for his courtiers to destroy che srncues of 
Egypci,m gods that were in the temples, since the establishment of 
statues in the temples was a common practice during the dynastic 
period.1os 

However, Amenhotep II issued exactly such a decree, one chat 
seemed to focus on Amun-Re, who both resided at Avaris/ Peru
ncfcr and led Amenhotep II and his father to victorious campaigns 
into Asia, at lease until the virtually inexplicable campaign ofY car 
9, which was followed by a complete lack of subsequent campaigns 
and a reign chat heretofore went almost completely unattested in 
Egypt. The question chat is begged by che astounding decree on 
the \Vestern Karnak Stele is whether any signs of the commanded 

destruction or its effects appear in Egypt. Regarding the smashing 
of the images of the gods' bodies, it would be exceedingly difficult 

co find remnants of chis in the archaeological record, given chat the 
smashed statues of the gods would not have been preserved for 
posterity. Perhaps it would be better co look for secondary signs of 
a religious crisis in the high priesthood of Amun at Thebes, Ei:,'Ypt's 
religious capital during the 18'h Dynasty. 

The reign of Thucmose III s,tw chree (first) high priests in 
office: Menkheperraseneb I, Menkheperraseneb II, and 
Amcncmhct. Amcnemhet served as high priest of Amun at the end 
of the reign of Thutmose III, and possibly into the reign of 
Amenhotep II, based on stylistic considerations related co che 
cenotaph ,tt Silsila and his The ban tomb (TT 97). 106 He would not 

have served long in his office, given th,tt he was only a wob-priesc 

at the already-advanced age of 54. Probably quite e,trly in the reign 
of Amenhotep II, Amencmhct was succeeded by Mery, who was 
buried in TT 95.107 No tombs of Mcry's successors have been 
located, and no high priest of Amun appears on record again until 
the reign of Amenhotep III, when Ptahmose served as vizier and 
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(first) high priest of Amun. There is no monument co associate 
Pcahmose with che reign ofThucmose IV, whether ,ts high priest 
or vizier.108 

Thus during the reign of Amenhotep II, one high priest 
probably died quite early in his reign, while this high priest's 
replacement might not have had a successor. No high priest of 
Amun is known under Thucmose N, and this abnormality fies 

with no known Theban tombs for any high priest after Mny. 
Heick has argued strongly that Thutmose IV openly broke with 
the Amun clergy, lO'! and chat a crisis existed in the cult of Amun 
during chis ph,traoh' s reign. 110 Amenhotep III reversed this trend 
with the presence of strong The ban cults and an excessive amount 
of political influence for the Theban priesthood, which included 
the strengthening of power for the priesthood of Amun-Re, for 
whom he erected buildings at Karnak. 111 

This entire picture would fit well with a crisis in at least the 
cult of Amun-Re during the reign of Amenhotep II, especially one 
occurring fairly early in his long reign, such as the time of his 
enigmatic, Year-9 campaign. Since these imperialistic pharaohs 

uniquely connected Amun-Re co che success of their Asiatic 
campaigning during this era, a religious crisis centered on chis deity 
easily could have spawned if the E!,')'ptian army had experienced 
some form of decimation. Clearly no such military devastation 
seems co have been recorded, which would be expected, bur the 
perplexing abandonment of their naval base through which these 

campaigns were launched may be a distinct indicator both of a 
military and a religious crisis in Egypt. 

The likelihood is great chat a nationwide campaign co 
exterminate someone or something has precedent during 
Amenhotep ll's reign. It is well known chat at some 
indeterminable time after Hatshepsuc's death, a serious attempt 
was made co obliter,tte all record of her from hiscory.112 Many 

inscribed c,ircouches with her name were erased, while her busts 
were smashed or broken into pieces, perhaps by gangs of workmen 
dispatched throughout Egypt. In some cases, the culprits carefully 
and completely hacked out the silhouette of her image from 
carvings, often leaving a distinct, Hatshepsuc-shaped lacuna in the 
middle of a sccne.113 

Most E!-,,yptologists consider that this massive effort to destroy 
all record of Hatshepsut' s existence was launched by Thucmose 
1n,i14 with a predictable motive: out of sexist pride, he attempted 
to eliminate every trace of this dreaded female pharaoh's rule, 
intending to rewrite Egyptian history to portray a smooth 
succession of male rulers from Thucmosc I to himsclf1 15 Yet was 
Thutmosc III the acrnal perpetrator? Did he seethe with hatred 
and resentment toward his former co-ruler before viciously 
attacking all remn,mcs of her? Are uncorroborated accusations of 

ancient sexism indeed justifiable? The theory that Thutmose III 
was the culprit behind this vicious crime is severely weal(cncd by 
several factors. 

( 1) If Thurmose III did deface her image, it would be 
inconsistent with how he otherwise related co her mcmOLy. A 
scene on che dismantled Chapelle Rouge at Djcscr-Djcseru 
portrays Hatshepsut and identifies her as "The Good God, Lady 
of the Two Lands, Daughter of Ra, Hatshepsuc."116 Thucmose III, 

who is pictured as steering his barque toward Deir el-Bahri, 

actually completed the Chapelle Rouge, added the topmost 
register of decorations in his own name, then claimed the shrine as 
his own. Also, Hatshepsut's name is still preserved in her Monthu 
temple at Armant, which Thucmose Ill enlarged. His preservation 
of her handiwork and further construction on her building 
projects would be extremely unlikely ifhc did despise Hacshcpsut 

so greatly. Furthermore, Thutmose III planned the construction 
of his own temple to Amun, called Djeser-Akhet, which was to be 

built at Deir el-Bahri, directly south of Djeser-Djeseru. Since 
Hatshepsuc greatly expanded Deir el-Bahri, including the 
conscruccion of massive terraces and her own temple next to the 
one chat Thutmose Ill subsequently built, this project is 
inexplicable if he felt such overwhelming, sexist hatred toward 
her.117 

(2) IfThucmosc III was the culprit, he waited at least 20 years 
after she left office before desecrating her image. He could not have 
accomplished the feat before his Y car 42, a full 20 years after 
Hacshepsut left office. Thutmose III's construction projects at 

Karnak-which include the hall of The Annal.s ~f Thutmose 111, 

whose texts were written no earlier than Year 42-inadvertencly 
concealed a few inscriptions and illuscracions related to 
Hacshcpsut. The scenes were in place by Y car 42, yet show no signs 
whatsoever of any desecration. Conversely, chose pares of the 
scenes that were unprotected by his post-Year-42 construction 

were defaced during the anti-Hatshepsuc campaign. Roch 

considers it doubtful that Thutmose lII would wait until he was 
into his sole rule for over 20 years before initiating a campaign to 

fulfill a personal vcndccca.118 T yldesky adds, "\'Vhile it is possible 
to imagine and even empathize with Thutmosc Ill indulging in a 
sudden whim of hatred against his stepmother immediately after 
her de,tth, it is far harder to imagine him overcome by such a whim 
some 20 years later." 119 

(3) IfThucmose III was the culprit, he must have had suffkient 
motive to attempt to prevent her from living eternally. According 
to Egyptian religion, removing the name or image of a deceased 
person was a direct assault on his/ her spirit. For a person to live 
forever in che Field of Reeds, one's body, image, or name must 
survive on earth. If all memo1y of the person were lose or 
destroyed, the spirit too would perish, initiating the much
dreaded "second death," a total obliteration from which there 

could be no return. This act against Hatshepsuc was an attempt to 

"condemn her co oblivion - a fate worse than death for an 

Egyptian."120 Thus the extermination ofHatshepsuc's image from 
the earth was a drastic step: the removal of her spirit from its 
perpetual existence in the afterlife.'"' Such reprisal seems far too 
severe to fit the motive of mere sexism, especially ,tfter a period of 
stewing that lasted 20+ years before caking ,tction. 

( 4) IfThutmose III was che culprit, why were there also attacks 
against the name and monuments ofSenenmut, the powerful chief 
advisor ofHatshepsut who disappeared from record between Year 
16 and Year 20 ofHacshepsuc's reign? Occasionally his name was 
violated while his image remained intact, but some of his statues 
were smashed and literally thrown out of cemplcs.122 This attack 

upon her male chief-advisor's image hardly can be justified if 
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Thutmose III was motivated purely by anti-feminiscic hatred 

coward Hacshepsuc. 
Many of Scncnmuc' s monuments were attacked following his 

death, when an attempt was made co delete him from memory by 

erasing both his name and his image. Originally it was assumed 
chat these defacements were carried out soon after Senenmuc's 

demise, either by Hatshcpsut or Thucmosc III, buc realization has 

grown chat the attacks against Sencnmuc's monuments may have 
been a minor part of a wider plan of defacement, aimed either at 

the memory of Hatshepsuc or at the god Amun, who was linked 
particularly with Senenmuc.121 

E!-,'Ypcologiscs long have believed that Amenhotep II 

participated as a perpetrator in the desecration of the images of 

Hatshepsut, and conceivably chose of Senenmuc along with 
hers. 124 Bryan suggested chat "Amenhotep II himself completed 

the desecration of the female king's monuments," adding chat 

"when [he] h,td finished his progntmme of erasures on the 

monuments of Hatshepsut at Karnak, he was able to concentrate 

on preparations for the royal jubilee at chis cemple."125 However, 

another strong possibility, especially considering the evidence 
from the Hall of Annals ,tc Karnak, is chat Amenhotep II initiated 

chc darrmatio mernoriae against Hatshcpsut, possibly in 

conjunction with the same campaign waged against Scncnmut. 

To date, ch ere is no clearly discernible motive from E1:,,yptian 
inscriptions or records that would implicate him, but he becomes 

the most likely candid,tte if Thucmose III is absolved of 

committing che crime, especi,tlly since che movement of time and 

chc likelihood of motive arc inversely proportional. Ac any race, 

even if Amenhotep II was only one of the monarchs responsible 
for chis nationwide campaign, certainly it demonstrates lucid 

precedent for perpetuating a natiomtl effort co act ruthlessly out of 

strong convic.:cion, proving in effect chat his proclamation to 

destroy images of E!-,'YPtian gods is nothing to be ignored or 

rationaliied away as merely fictional propaganda. This pharaoh 

carried out his agenda with great zeal. Therefore, a major crisis 
within the Egyptian military chat led co his abandonment of their 

naval base at Avaris realistically could have provoked a decree co 

destroy statues of Egyptian gods, just as chis pharaoh led a crusade 
to eliminate the images of Hatshepsut chat were erected 

throughout Egypt. 

EVIDENCE FROM THEBAN T 0MB PAINTINGS 

Additional circumstantial evidence for suggesting chat the 
Egyptians' abndonment of Avaris transpired during the reign of 

Amenhotep II comes from depictions on the walls of combs at 

Thebes. The first form of supportive evidence from the tombs 

relates to the presence or absence ofKeftiu depicted during various 

pharaonic reigns. Panagiotopoulos has shown that private Theban 

tombs depicting representations of Aegeans can be regarded as 
reliable historical sources.126 The joint reign of Hatshepsuc and 

Thutmose III is the time when delegations of Keftiu first appear in 

chc Thcban combs.127 More specifically, the first representations of 

K1:friu delegations in E!:,'YPt go back to chc combs ofScncnmut (TT 

71),12
~ who was mentioned abovc;129 Useramun (TT 131),13n who 

served as vizier under Thucmose II and che ,tforementioned 

coregents, ,md is depicted as receiving tribute and produce from 

both Ke{tiu and Syrians; and to Intcf (TT 155),1;1 who served as 

the great herald of chc king and is depicted inspecting revenue 

presented by Keftiu and ocher foreigners, such as Syrians. 

Representations of K~{tiu continued to appear on tombs of the 

offlcials who lived into chc sole reign ofThucmosc III, including 

Menkheperraseneb I, the first high priest of Amun, who was 
mentioned e,trlier. The pictures in his comb (TT 86) present 

Ke_(tiu, Hittite, ,md other dignitaries bringing statues of bulls, vases 

with bull-heads on them, and lapis-Ltzuli. 132 Sever,tl combs from 

officials who lived both in the latter part ofThucmose Ill's reign 

and in the early part of Amenhotep II's reign also depict Ke/tiu 

people.U1 Rekhmire (TT 100), who may have succeeded 

Useramun as the vilier of the south, served in his office under both 
kings. His tomb depicts him inspecting Nubians and Puntites who 

were delivering animals such ,ts b,tboons ,md monkeys, while 

Syrians offer chariots and horses, and Kefi:iu present decor,ttive 

vases. 1
·
14 Amenemh,tb (TT 85) served under both kings ,L~ 

lieutenant-commander of soldiers. In one register, he stands in 

front of a storehouse of Amenhotep II, while on another wall h e 

follows Amenhotep II with a bouquet. On a third wall, Thucmose 
III stands in a kiosk, with Amenemhab standing in front of him 

and Kefriu and men of upper Recenu ( = Syri,t) ,tppearing on 

succeeding registers.135 

In a sudden drop-off in the representations of Aegcans or 

Cretans, no ocher Theban comb depicts Ke_(tiu until late in the 

reign of Amenhotep III, with the comb of Amenmose (TT 89), 

the steward in the southern city and seal bearer of Upper Egypt.136 

On his tribuc,u-y wall, Amenmose depicts Nubians, Syrians, and 

Kefi:iu bringing their goods in order to present chem to the 

enthroned king. 137 Thus in a dramatic synchronization with chc 

stratified archaeological phasing at Avaris, the Thcban tombs bear 

no examples whatsoever of Keftiu delegates during the early part 

of Amenhotep III' s reign and the entire reign of his predecessor, 

Thucmose IV. 
Moreover, in equally dramatic fashion, the lack of any mention 

of chc Kefi:iu people in chc Theban tombs, or any other tombs 

throughout E1:,'Ypt, synchronizes well with the thesis of the present 

work, given that no examples whatsoever of K1:friu people are 

found in any tombs dating to the sole reign of Amenhotep II, and 

that this provides additional evidence of the profound change in 

foreign policy that transpired during the period of his sole reign. 
T hus the evidence from the Theban combs strongly suggests that 

Peru-nefer's ports were inactive during the sole rule of Amenhotep 
II, chroughouc the entire reign of Thucmose IV, and during the 

prc-Amama phase of the reign of Amenhotep Ill. If Pcru-ncfcr's 

ports were indeed inactive during these periods of time, the 
abandonment ofAvaris logically would have occurred beforehand. 

The second form of supportive evidence from che Theban 

combs relates co the biogntphy of a contemporary of Amenhotep 

II, who ascended co chc pose of chief steward in Pcru-nefcr. 

Kenamun (TT 93),118 the son of Amenhotep the chief steward 

(TT 73)/ 19 enjoyed a special relationship with Amenhotep II. 
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Kenamun' s mother, Amenemopet, had been a nurse for 

Amenhotep II, and TT 93 depicts her with the future king ,ts a 
young boy on her lap. As the result of the formative role chat she 
played, her son-called the foster-brother of the king-had a close 
friendship growing up with the heir to the throne. Nonetheless, 
hard work ,md excellence brought him rewards and promotion. 
He probably began his military career as a standard-bearer ( 

), which was not a particularly low rank, as he could command 
troops and levy men for expeditions. After proving himself in chat 
position, he rose to the rank of troop comm,mder ( ), which 
was a high military position, above srnndard-bearer and below 
gcneral.14n 

On a shabti-coffin from Abydos chat provides 

autobiographical details of Kenamun's early career,111 soon after 

the text states that he was appointed as a standard-bearer, 
Kenamun praised Amenhotep II for building many Keftiu-boats 

for him.1
'

2 Clearly this statement ties Kenamun's appointment to 
the early years of Amenhotep H's reign, when Peru-nefer still 

engaged in reciprocal maritime activity with Crete and the 
Aegean. After the text of the shahti goes on co describe how 

Kcnamun was in Amenhotep ll's retinue while campaigning in 
Rctenu ( = Syria), connoting his becoming a standard-bearer 
before Year 3, he explains how-while alone with the king in the 
Ltcter's chariot-he was appointed as "chief in his (the king's) 

entire land."143 Undoubtedly this appointment was issued while 
on the Asiatic campaign ofYear 3. 

Shaw equates this appointment over all offices, as detailed on 
Shabti Kl042, to Kenamun's selection as the new royal steward of 
the king, as described on the outer wall of his tomb at Thebes.144 

In chat text, the king announced chat he desired to appoint a high 
steward in l'eru-ncfcr, and after describing chc positive 
characteristics that this man must possess, he commanded that 
Kenamun be made chief steward of the king in Peru-nefer.145 If 
Shaw is correct, then Kenamun's appointment to this post at Peru

nefer not only occurred in conjunction with Amenhotep II's first 
Asiatic campaign, bur most likely the appointment came 
immediately after the army returned to Avaris/Peru-nefer from 
their successful quelling of the uprising in the Levant during Year 
3, as the Memphis Stele describes. 

Given that all of the subsequent and numerous offices that 
Kenamun held after chis one-as listed in Shabti Kl 042-:m of a 
non-military nature, his biography reflects Egypt's possession of 

Avaris between Amenhotep H's campaigns ofYear 3 and Year 9. 
The fact that Kenamun served in no other military cap,tcicy 
subsequent to being chief steward at Pcru-ncfcr fits well with the 
supposition that a military crisis occurred near Amenhotep II' s 
Year 9, and the fact that Kenamun served in a myriad of non
miliury offices after his post at Peru-nefer ,tffirms the plausibility 
that Av,tris/ Peru-nefer was abandoned ,tt about this time, 146 since 
he docs not appear to have held his post there for a long period of 
time. The evidence from Theban tombs thus complements the 

archaeological and inscriptional evidence to weigh heavily in 
support of the view chat Avaris was ab,mdoned while Amenhotep 
II sat on the throne, and early in his reign. 

CONCLUSION 

The Thutmoside site of l'eru-nefer, previously called Avaris 
under the H yksos' regime, acted as the gateway between Egypt and 
Asia almost uninterruptedly from before the middle of the second 
millennium BC until nearly the end of the millennium. The site 
was instrumental for controlling foreign trade, launching and 

supporting military operations, defending che heartland of the 
Nile Valley, and preserving an important part of Egypt's religious 
heritage. 

Once the native Egyptians eradicated the foreign innders who 
had dominated their landscape for over a century, they quickly 
moved to rebuild the destroyed city and establish it as a storehouse, 
eventually to be utilized as a military garrison with weapon
making facilities. Peru-nefer/ Avaris bernme the most vital cog in 

the unprecedented military campaigning under the reigns of 
Thutmose III ,md Amenhotep II. Yet during the height of Egypt's 
enterprise and glory, her naval base was abandoned mysteriously, 
and her imperialistic machinery ground to a halt. Egypt suddenly 
sought to make treaties rather than seize whatever she desired. 

Neither che site nor E1:,7 pcian annals provide an explicit ans,ver 
as co why Avaris/ Peru-nefrr was abandoned. Even years of 
excavation at the site have not answered this vital question, as 
Biemk himself suces ch,tt "[c]he reasons for chis ,tre very 
unclear." 147 However, the present study only has sought to address 

the question of che timing of the abandonment, as to whether it 
was deserted during Amenhotep II's reign, at the close of his reign, 

or during the reign of his successor, Thutmose IV. While currently 
there is not enough evidence av,tilable to verify the exact year or 
the sec ofcvcncs that led to the E1:,7pcians' vacating of chc site, there 
is enough direct and circumstantial evidence available to choose 
which option among the three possibilities presented here is the 
correct one. 

The first task was examining the view chat Avaris was 
abandoned sometime during the reign of Thutmose IV. Since 
Bietak mentioned chat shepherds of the lace-18th

- Dynasty-fortress 
phase used the Thutmoside ruins in the palatial district as a refuge, 
and that the burials of a large number of animals-moscly young 
sheep and goats-occurred after the reign of Amenhotep II, this 
view has to be considered seriously. However, this view was left 
wanting, given chat no traces of material culture from the reign of 
Thutmose IV, either from scarab or ceramic evidence, were found 
anywhere on the site, whether in the palatial precinct or elsewhere. 

The second task was examining the view that Avaris was 
abandoned at the vet)' end of Amenhotep Il's reign, upon his 
death. This view is based on Bietak's suggestion th,tt perhaps the 
ab,mdonment of the site is connected directly to a change in the 
E1:,7ptian monarchy's foreign policy, which-under the reign of 
Thutmose IV, and Amenhotep III after him-shifted radically 

from aggressive imperialistic expansion under the two previous 
pharaohs to making diplomatic marriages with foreign powers, in 
order to secure peace treaties and maintain political alliances. The 
new trend lasted until Horemheb' s reign, which was characterized 
by a return to a policy of far more aggression in Egypt's dealings 
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with her neighbors in the southern Levant. 

This view is weakened by the face chat Horcmheb never 

attempted any imperialistic efforts that came dose to those of 
Thutmose III or Amenhotep Il's first campaign, and that Egyptian 

records reveal that there was no such reversal in foreign policy 

under Thutmose IV or Amenhotep III. Thucmosc IV campaigned 
in both the southern and northern Levant, especially in Syria, 

where he obtained captives, so there was no switch in Egypt's 
foreign policy coward non-aggression or peace under Thucmose 

IV. Moreover, ic w,ts seen th,tt after Amenhotep II' s second Asiatic 

campaign of Year 9, the balance of this pharaoh's reign was 
characterized by a complete lack of imperialization and military 
excursions into Asia, from all available evidence. 

More than one author has suggested chat a treaty with Mitanni 

already might have been in place during Amenhotep II's reign. 

\'Vhether this is true or not, the significantly diminished role of 
military activity in Asia actually dates to Amenhotep II' s reign. In 
light of chis, the notion of a sudden shift in foreign policy at the 

outset ofThutmose IV's reign is entirely implausible, so the view 
char Avaris was abandoned immediately after the reign of 

Amenhotep II is critically flawed. \'Vith no evidence left to support 

chis view, one muse reject the idea that Egypt abandoned Avaris 
when Thucmose IV ascended to che throne. 

The chird cask was examining the view that Avaris was 

abandoned during chc reign of Amenhotep II. This view gamers 

support from three lines of evidence: (I) archaeological evidence 
from the site of Avaris, (2) textual and inscriptional evidence 

dating co the time of the 18th Dynasty, and (3) circumsrnncial 
evidence derived from paintings on chc walls of Theban tombs 

belonging co important fih'llrcs in Eh'yptian society at the time. 

The first form of archaeological evidence from the site that 

supports chis view is the ,tbsence of ,my artifaccmtl remnanc of 

material culture chat daces to the reign ofThucmose IV, whether 

from scarabs, pottery, or any other datable item. Another form of 

archaeological evidence from Avaris chat supports this view is the 
presence of pottery char derives from the animal burials chat dare 

no earlier than the end of the Thutmoside period (Strata d and c), 

yet not as late as chc time of the destruction of the palaces' walls. 

Though the amount of pottery associated with the burials is small, 

it is significant char aff of the potsherds dace co che Thucmoside 

period, meaning the reigns of Thucmosc Ill and Amenhotep II 

(Phases C/3-C/2). 
The first form ofinscriptional evidence that supports this view 

is information gleaned from the Memphis Scele, which attests to 

an enigmatic, wintertime campaign that went a fraction of the way 
into the Levant, when contrasted with his first Asiatic campaign, 

and on which Amenhotep II acquired 46 times more prisoners 

chan on all of the previous Asiatic campaigns rh,tc were 

documented with slave-counts during his reign and that of 

Thutmose III, combined. \Vhcn considering this plus che lack of 

any subsequent campaigns launched by Amenhotep II and the 
unprecedented peace treaties with Mirnnni, Egypt's bitter rival, 

the inscripcional evidence points co ,t military and political crisis 

chat may have resulted in Egypt's ab,mdonmenc of her n,tval base 

at Avaris/ l'cru-ncfcr and the leaving behind of weapons in situ in 

Avaris's workshops. 

More inscriptional evidence that may attest directly to the 

Year-9 crisis is Amenhotep II's commissioning of a decree for his 
courtiers co destroy all of che images of che gods, singling om 

Amun-Re in particular. Given that Thucmosc III and Amenhotep 

II expressly ascribed praise co Amun-Re for military victories on 
their Asiatic campaigns, and chat Amenhotep II originated and/or 

perpetuated the desecration of H,ttshepsur's images throughout 

Egypt, there is plenty of reason co hypothesize chat this religious 
crisis-and subsequent decree co destroy all of the "bodies" of 

Egyptian deities throughout the land-may have been intricately 

bound to the military and political turmoil of his Year 9. 
Moreover, a potential interruption in the high priesthood of 

Amun during chis time also may attest to this "perfect storm" of 

events. Therefore, ,t religious crisis focused on Amun-Re at chis 

time may have been initiated by Amenhotep II as a result of a 

devastating loss in battle, which coincided with the abandonment 

of their principal naval base from which military operations into 
Asia were launched, ,md led co an unavoidable shift in foreign 

policy. 

Finally, evidence from Theban combs chat supports this view 

exists in the form of consistent depictions of Cretan/ Keftiu 

delegations and dignitaries throughout the reign ofThucmose III, 

and into his coregency with Amenhotep II, then not again until 
lace in che reign of Amenhotep III, which-perhaps nor 

coincidentally-is che very time in which reoccupation of 

Avaris/l'cru-nefcr transpired after the lung and unusual 

occupational gap. Since no examples of Ke/tiu people are found in 

tombs dating to the sole reign of Amenhotep II, chis is important 
circumstancLtl evidence attesting not only co the scopp,tge of 

operations at Peru-nefer's ports sometime during his sole rule, but 

quite lilccly co the abandonment ofAvaris at the same time. 

The title of the present article purposefully was prefaced with 

the word toward, because currently there is no way of pinpointing 

conclusively the exact moment of Avaris's abandonment during 

the middle of che 18'h Dynasty. However, the available evidence 
indicates that the vacating of the site is understood best co have 

occurred during the reign of Amenhotep II, rather than at the end 

of his reign or <luring the reign of Thmmose IV. Moreover, the 

historical evidence from Amenhotep II' s reign points to the events 
of Year 9 as providing the key to unraveling the mysteries 

surrounding both the odd change in Egypt's political and military 

direction and the desertion of Egypt's vic,tl n,tval base at che height 

of her imperialism. Perhaps in time, enlightening evidence from 

the reign of Amenhotep II will surface so chat the upheaval in the 

military, political, and religious spheres can be connected to 

whatever historical events led to the reversal in Egypt's foreign 

policy and desertion of her nav,tl base at the height of her glory. 
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EDITORIAL NOTE 

The preceding article was peer reviewed, as all [AEI articles, and recommended for publication by the scholars who performed the 

review. As with all articles, however, its arguments stand or fall on their own merits. Importantly, the conclusion of this article 

regarding the timing of the abandonment of the important site of Avaris differs somewhat from that reached by the site's excavator, 

M. Bietak. Professor Beitak has read the article and has kindly agreed to try to write up his own thoughts regarding this 

interpretation in a separate note which we hope to publish in a forthcoming issue of the journal. 

NOTES 

Manfred Bietak, "Minoan Artists at the Court of Avaris 

(Tell el-Dab'a)," in Joan A. Aruz et al. (eds.), Beyond 

Babylon: Art, Trade, and Diplomacy in the Second 

Millennium B.C. (New Haven/London: Yale University 

Press, 2008), 131. Evidence of these paintings mainly 
consists of thousands of fragments of lime plaster with the 

paint still visible, most of which were collected and dumped 

from the access ramp to Palace F, while others were dumped 

outside of Palace G. The lime plaster was highly compressed 

by pounding and mixing with crushed murex shells, as was 

the custom at Knossos and Thera. The technique of the 

paintings, applied on damp lime plaster in fresco sryle, was 

rypically Aegean. The color conventions were purely 
Minoan, such as blue for grey, and blue for green. The wall 

paintings depict scenes such as leaping and grappling bulls, 
large cats chasing ungulates or pouncing on prey, hunting 
scenes, and heraldic griffins (idem, "Tell el-Dab'a in the Nile 

Valley," in Beyond Babylon, 112; idem, "Minoan Artists," 

131; idem, "The Palatial Precinct at the Nile Branch (Area 

H)," www.auaris.at/html/ez_helmi_en.html, accessed 

Sept. 13, 2012). 

Friederike Kampp, Die Thebanische Nekropole, vol. 1 

(Mainz: VerlagPhilippvon Zabern, 1996), 370-372; Bertha 

Porter and Rosalind L. B. Moss, Topographical Bibliography 

of Ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphic Texts, Reliefs, and 

Paintings, vol. 1: The Theban Necropolis, second ed. 

(Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1960), 206-214. Rekhmire 

served as vizier under Thutmose III and Amenhotep II, and 

the paintings in his tomb depict foreign gift-bearers that 

include Nubians, Puntites, Syrians, and Ke{iiu (Sarah Graff, 

"Depictions of Foreign Emissaries in the Theban Tombs," in 

Beyond Babylon, 260). 

Bietak, "Tell el-Dab' a in the Nile Valley," 112. The Minoan 

wall paintings from Phases C/3 and C/2 at Avaris connect 

this palatial site to the one where the Cretans/ Keftiu moored 

their ships, according to BM 10056. The attribution of 

Avaris as Peru-nefer subsequently will be discussed in greater 

detail. For a detailed argument that favors identifying the 

Keftiu with ancient Cypriots, see John Strange, 

Caphtor/Keftiu: A New Investigation (Leiden: Brill, 1980), 

184. 

David Jeffreys, "Perunefer: at Memphis or Avaris?" Egyptian 

Archaeology 28 (2006): 36-37. 

Manfred Bietak, "Perunefer: The Principal New Kingdom 

Naval Base," Egyptian Archaeology 34 (2009): 16; idem, 

"The Aftermath of the Hyksos in Avaris," in Rakefet Sela

Sheffy and Gideon Toury (eds.), Culture Contacts and the 

Making of Cultures: Papers in Homage to Itamar Even-Zohar 

(Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv Universiry Unit of Culture Research, 
2011), 26-32. 

Manfred Bietak and Felix Hoflmayer, "Introduction: High 

and Low Chronology," in Manfred Bietak and Ernst Czerny 

(eds.), The Synchronisation of Civilisations in the Eastern 

Mediterranean in the Second Millennium B.C. III: 

Proceedings of the SCIEM 2000 - 2nd EuroConfirence: 

Vienna, 28th of May - 1" of June 2003 (Vienna: Verlag der 

sterreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 2007), 20. 

Bietak, "Tell el-Dab'a in the Nile Valley," 112. 

Bietak, "Aftermath of the Hyksos," 25. 

Manfred Bietak, "Ein Tuthmosidischer Palastbezirk im 

alten Auaris," Sokar 12 (2006): 56. 

10 Historians refer to Thutmose III as having initiated the most 

sustained policy of conquest and expansion throughout 

ancient Egypt's entire history (Eric H. Cline and David 

O'Connor, "Preface," in Eric H. Cline and David O'Connor 

[eds.], Thutmose III: A New Biography [Ann Arbor: 

Universiry of Michigan Press, 2006], v). 
11 The 15th Dynasry, which began near the middle of the 17th 

century BC, represents the Egyptians' first exposure to 

foreign leadership. A progressive and extensive 

fragmentation of political power in Egypt assisted in paving 

the way for this gradual takeover. The reason for the 
designation "Hyksos" is that the Turin Royal Canon, which 

specifies their occupation as lasting for 108 years, designates 

them as Hq#-X#swt, with "Hyksos" left as a Greek garbling 

of the Egyptian term for "rulers of foreign lands." Defining 

the precise geographical origins of the Hyksos is difficult, 

though the archaeological material suggests that interaction 

between Egypt and Canaan was extensive at this time. Based 

on their western Asiatic names, the genealogical origins of 

the Hyksos unmistakably revert back to Amorite kingship of 

the Middle Bronze Age ( ca. 2100-15 50 BC) in Canaan. The 

Hyksos drove the weakened 13th Dynasry back to their 

original homeland, extended their influence throughout the 

Delta and Middle Egypt, and eventually erected 
monumental construction at Gebelein, just south of Thebes. 

The destruction level over the last Middle Kingdom city at 

Thebes either is to be attributed to the Hyksos or the 

Nubians, with whom the Hyksos had developed friendly 

relations during their southward expansion (Donald 

Redford, Egypt, Canaan, and Israel in Ancient Times 

[Princeton: Princeton Universiry Press, 1992], 107, 112-

114; Amelie Kuhrt, The Ancient Near East c. 3000-330 BC, 

vol. 1 [New York: Routledge, 1997], 179). 
12 Bietak, "Aftermath of the Hyksos," 20. 

13 These events must have occurred by Year 11 of Khamudi, 
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Apapi' s successor, given that the verso of the Rhind 
Mathematical Papyrus dates the Egyptian entry into 
Heliopolis to that year (Thomas Schneider, "The Relative 
Chronology of the Middle Kingdom and the Hyksos Period 

(Dyns. 12-17)," in Erik Hornung et al. [eds.], Ancient 

Egyptian Chronology [Leiden: Brill, 2006], 194-195). For a 

translation of the verso of the papyrus, see Redford, Egypt, 

Canaan, and Israel, 128. While there is no certainty that the 

regnal date cannot apply to Ahmose, the southern (i.e. native 
Egyptian) king is called "he of the south," leading Schneider, 
Redford, and Spalinger to conclude that Hyksos regnal years 
are in view (Anthony Spalinger, "The Rhind Mathematical 
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